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Digitized Special Collections and Multiple User Groups
Abstract
Many organizations have evolved since their early attempts to mount digital exhibits on the web and are
experimenting with ways to increase the scale of their digitized collections by utilizing archival finding aid
description rather than resource-intensive collections and exhibits. This paper examines usability
research to predict how such systems might effectively be used and highlights a digital library and finding
aid system that utilizes a single repository of digitized objects to fuel two types of user-discovery
systems: a typical digital collections interface with item-level access and a finding aid that incorporates
digitized items at the aggregate level.
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Introduction
While librarians have debated and discussed the digitization and full-text searching of books for some
time, a recent surge of interest has developed in the archival community on a more elusive target: largescale digitization of special collections and archival materials. Many organizations have moved beyond
their early attempts to mount heavily contextualized exhibits and thematic collections on the web and
are experimenting with ways to increase scale without overwhelming traditional work. However, a
tension exists between many digitization initiatives that create digital collections with robust item-level
metadata and context, and the traditional archival manner of defining and describing collections at the
aggregate or group level.1
At the same time, questions have arisen about how these differing methods of access affect the success
of different user groups in finding and using digitized primary sources. Will novice users be confused
when encountering the aggregate-level description of the finding aid, expecting to encounter the
traditional item-level description they have previously seen? Will researchers used to the finding aid be
able to use the item-level collections efficiently?
The tension between these conflicting paradigms led the staff of the Digital Collections department at
East Carolina University to investigate the typical users of the special collections materials they were
digitizing to develop more suitable means of access for digitized materials on the web. This paper will
examine the creation of a digital library and finding aid system that supports multiple access interfaces
to suit the needs of two user groups simultaneously: undergraduate students and humanities
researchers.
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Humanities Users and Research
The design of any service or system often begins with an identification of the expected audience. It is
true, of course, that on the web any user may find, and find useful, the materials digitized by archives
and special collections. However, one of the strongest indicators of whom the collection may be useful
for are the traditional users of the physical resources that are being digitized: researchers in the
humanities.
Research on the information seeking and usage behaviors of scholars in the humanities has been
undertaken in many contexts: archival research, library database and catalog searches, writing practices,
and teaching practices. Humanities users have been shown to favor a research style that is initially broad
and benefit from browsing a large and diverse set of resources. Searches often involve retrieving large
sets of results, either by browsing or using multi-term searches, and sorting through sets for items of
interest. This allows the scholars to serendipitously retrieve records that meet their specific, though
perhaps unarticulated needs, while keeping the possibilities open for potentially overlooked or
unconventional sources2.
With advances in technology that increase the scope of what the scholar can search and how they can
search, humanities researchers continue to rely heavily on texts and engage with them deeply
throughout their research process: reading and rereading, annotating, collecting and organizing 3. The
careful reading of texts in turn leads to the reading of other texts that are referenced therein4.
What has not been studied as extensively are the habits of experienced researchers and their discovery
and use of primary sources when they are available on the web, particularly in non-book formats. An
exception to this is the final report for the grant project "Extending the Reach of Southern Sources." The
project involved extensive outreach to historians and other scholars interested in the Southern History
Collection at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. In particular, the scholars were asked how
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they would like the library to approach the mass digitization of archival materials. Their results suggest
that most scholars embraced the opportunity to do more powerful searching across documents and the
convenience of the digital medium. However, the researchers showed little interest in several traditional
methods of providing digitized materials on the web, such as selective digitization and exhibits with
contextual and analytical material meant to guide the user. 5
Instead, the researchers wanted entire collections digitized, even the scraps and odds and ends that may
seem unimportant or uninteresting to archivists. In addition, they wanted the digitized representation to
match as closely as possible the traditional organization in the archives6. They wanted the research
paradigm of the archives, where they can engage in their favored behaviors of browsing through entire
collections to make their own determinations of what is relevant to their research question with the
enhancement of being able to perform searches and browse by certain features to better target which
collections and portions of the collections they needed.

Undergraduate Students and Teachable Moments
While humanities researchers have a long history of use of archives, evolving notions of the value of
using primary resources in education7 have driven more undergraduate students into archives and
special collections. In fact, numerous studies over the past ten years have emphasized the role of
primary sources in undergraduate research, but most suppose that students get this exposure in person,
in the archives. In 2004, Elizabeth Yakel suggested a model for a standardized archival instruction that
goes beyond mere orientation, instead addressing comprehensive information literacy8. Others focus on
the role of the archivist or librarian in special collections in helping to encourage and co-develop
curriculum with faculty to include archival research9.
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At the same time, studies of undergraduates in general find that they are extremely convenienceoriented10. When students lack the structure of an in-person archival orientation, they struggle with
finding and using primary sources and particularly archival materials. Archer, et.al. described the findings
of a usability study on a web-based primary resources tutorial meant to supplement or in some cases
even stand alone as instruction in primary sources and archival materials. Their study uncovered a
relatively high knowledge of library tools such as the catalog and databases, but little to no familiarity
with the skills needed to perform research with primary sources: knowledge of what primary sources are
and how to use archival finding aids to get access to them. 11
Although Elizabeth Yakel in 2004 found that novice users had great difficulty in navigating finding aids
and understanding archival jargon12, Archer, et. al.13, as well as Scheir14, found that students learn
archival terminology as well as the purpose and use of a finding aid relatively quickly. However, students'
searching styles may still not be well suited to finding archival information. Again and again in their
study, Archer et.al found that students preferred any form of guidance they could find: browsing subject
lists, using research guides, and relying on the perceived relevance ranking of broad searches15. In
general, the students in their study were far more likely to have received instruction in library tools and
sources such as the catalog and databases that use item-level description and increasingly include direct
links to digitized materials. They brought these skills with them to their approach to searches of archival
materials.
Experiences with using full-text databases are also changing student expectations and archives are no
exception. As Prom showed in 2004, novice searchers expected the finding aid to include digitized
material rather than just serve as a guide to collections in the archive16. Furthermore, the abstract
representation of a finding aid does not mesh with the types of experiences students may increasingly
have at the K-12 level as described by Malkmus in her overview of the literature surrounding the use of
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primary sources in these settings. Malkmus showed that many K-12 classroom settings are documentfocused and deal with archival materials at the individual item-level17.
Though not favored by the experienced researcher, the digital exhibit is a good model for helping
students to interact with primary resources. Exhibits and collections, because they offer interpretive
content and showcase only carefully selected materials, offer the student guidance through a topic and
can frame the resources within a historical context. Exhibits can also help to focus attention on
documents important to telling a story or making a pedagogical point. Too many documents can be
overwhelming and lessen the impact. Helping students achieve focus is even more important in webbased research where the scope of documents available is exponentially increased. The structure of
digital exhibits, with item-level description and a focused sampling of materials, are therefore more likely
to be readily understood by undergraduates who have not received an archival education.

A Multi-Purpose Repository
With these studies in mind, the Digital Collections department at East Carolina University's J.Y. Joyner
Library endeavored to design a digital repository that could meet as many needs of these two divergent
groups' as possible. Work on the project began with the need for a Digital Asset Management System
(DAMS) at Joyner. For many years, the Digital Collections department only created digital exhibits or
stand-alone collections. A researcher may have been able to perform searches within a given exhibit or
collection but could not search across these resources, much less make the kinds of serendipitous and
tangential kinds of discoveries between resources in different collections that they rely on to do their
work.
In practical terms, such exhibits are also resource-intensive to mount. Careful selection processes,
writing contextual essays, and designing websites with aesthetics and navigation that highlight the
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materials all lead to significant development time. In order to increase the digitization of special
collections material significantly more resources need to be devoted to their creation or this context
must be stripped away.
When Digital Collections began to design their DAMS, the goal was to increase the scale and crosssearchability of all of the digital projects as well as to create a single system to lower the costs of
continually creating and maintaining new resources. Built using the Ixiasoft’s TEXTML server software,
the repository is a native XML storage/retrieval database populated with METS XML records. Each
digitized object (text, image, audio, video, or some combination of these) is described in a METS record
(containing a mixture of appropriate metadata schemas such as MIX, MODS, TEI, and DC) with links to
the digitized content. TEXTML then indexes these records and provides results in the web-based asset
management system built on the ASP.NET framework.
The final DAMS interface was completed in February 2009 18. The public web access point was simply
named Joyner Library Digital Collections to emphasize that this resource provided access to a multitude
of materials rather than being focused on a specific theme.
Although the repository has many similarities to the traditional digital collection or exhibit (item-level
orientation, heterogeneous subject-based collections), specific features are included to facilitate
powerful searching, browsing and sorting behaviors that facilitate the types of searching done by both
the undergraduate and humanities scholar audience. Some of these specific features included:
• Broad thematic collections allow casual or novice users a guide to the scope of the repository.
By organizing around generic themes such as African American History, Transportation, and
Politics and Government, rather than institutional collections, the undergraduate is provided
with some context and guidance through the content.
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• Collection templates provide some limited ability to contextualize with space for brief
introductions to collection, while maintaining an institutional look and easy universal
navigation.
• Subject cloud visualization is another guidance tool for novice users that also provides advanced
users the opportunity to quickly gauge the scope of the collection.
• Hypertext links in records are created for subjects and collection names that initiate a search
through the entire repository for other objects similarly indexed. These links are critical to
exploration strategies for more advanced users as well as novices or those who found
repository records through an open internet search. These hypertext links are also created for
relationships within the archival organization where appropriate (“See other items in this
folder,” “...in this box”, etc.) for advanced users (figure 1).
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Figure 1: An example of a metadata record from Joyner Library Digital Collections showing hypertext
links in the “Additional Resources” section.
• Facets for refining searches: a powerful tool for narrowing broad initial search results which are
favored by both groups (figure 2).
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Figure 2: A typical results page from a search of Joyner Library Digital Collections showing facets for
refining searches.
• Commenting and tagging records provides another layer of context in some cases, particularly
since the digital collection contains many images of local history which have been annotated
extensively by the local community with substantive information.
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An Interface for Research
Many of the features in the Digital Collections interface are not distracting to a serious researcher in the
humanities, and in fact some of the features like hyperlinks within records based on archival organization
were created specifically for this group. However, overall the repository supports the novice or casual
user more than the serious researcher. Designing a system that really supports humanities scholars'
research styles requires paying more attention the traditional tool for accessing archiving material: the
finding aid.
The EAD finding aids for the library’s East Carolina Manuscript Collection are composed of more than
1800 individual collections. These finding aids were originally encoded and placed on the web in 2002.
The full-text EAD XML finding aids are stored in a separate TEXTML index and rendered through an XSL
stylesheet. Links from the EAD to digitized objects in the DAMS have been added on a periodic basis over
the years. These references were placed in <did> elements within a <c04> element for the individual
item. The <did> included the reference to the object's persistent identifier, or pid, which the stylesheet
used to create the hyperlink. In addition, an item title and date were added. This configuration allowed
the title and date to be searchable and to display within the container list and the link to be to the
discrete item:

<c02>
<did>
<container label="Box" type="box">13</container>
<unittitle>Correspondence (philanthropy),
<unitdate era="ce" calendar="gregorian">1954-1957</unitdate>
</unittitle>
</did>
<c03 level="file">
<did>
<container label="Folder" type="folder">d</container>
<unittitle></unittitle>
</did>
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<c04 level="item">
<did>
<unitid type="pid">10485</unitid>
<unittitle>Governor Luther Hodges to Mrs. Inglis Fletcher</unittitle>
<unitdate normal="19550706">July 6, 1955</unitdate>
</did>
All of the information in the <did> element had to be added by hand. The process of maintaining this
practice was difficult as literally hundreds of items could be added to the repository in a week and a
serious backlog problem was developing. Furthermore, should any change be made to update the item's
title or date, that information had to be updated in two places, both the DAMS record and the EAD.
The user experience suffered as well — each individual link could be clicked on one at a time, but there
was no way to view the materials together as a collection. The links also led back to the DAMS and its
home interface, breaking away from the finding aid look and feel and entering a different domain.
Based on the growing backlog problem, the dissatisfaction with the interface, the results of the study by
the Southern Historical Collection19, as well the interface created by The Archives of American Art's
Collections Online20, Digital Collections decided a redesign of the finding aids was in order that would
better incorporate digitized materials by using the backbone of the DAMS. The Text and Markup
Coordinator tackled the stylesheet redesign, and worked with the Digital Library Developer to implement
navigation under the direction of the Digital Initiatives Librarian. The redesigned Joyner Library Collection
Guides21 debuted April 12, 2010.
The interaction with the digitized objects occurs in one of two ways. First, the finding aid contains three
“tabbed” views. The code for the header and the tabs in contained in an ASP.NET Master page. The first
tab, entitled “About this Collection,” renders the full text of the finding aid itself in an XSL stylesheet
(figure 3). The second tab, “Add/View Notes,” contains an area for the addition of notes and commentary
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by users or archivists. The third tab, called “View Digitized Objects,” contains digitized objects from the
collection (figure 4).

Figure 3: The "About this Collection" tab in the revamped EAD stylesheet.
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Figure 4: The digitized objects “tab” in the revamped EAD stylesheet.
The internal markup of the EAD is much the same, with the addition of a <dao> element which also
references the pid:

<c02>
<did>
<container type="box" label="Box">13</container>
<unittitle>Correspondence (philanthropy),
<unitdate era="ce" calendar="gregorian" xmlns="">19541957</unitdate>
</unittitle>
</did>
15

<c03 level="file">
<did>
<container type="folder" label="Folder">d</container>
<unittitle />
</did>
<c04 level="item">
<did>
<unitid type="pid">10485</unitid>
<unittitle>Governor Luther Hodges to Mrs. Inglis Fletcher</unittitle>
</did>
<dao id="PID10485" />
</c04>
The <c04> and <unittitle> elements are still included in order to have that information available for
searching within the EAD record. The addition of the <dao> element was included in this redesign since
it is a more standard container for this type of information. It can be easily updated with the root URL to
create a valid link should these records be shared in the future. Although, at the moment, this
information is redundant with the <unitid type="pid">, this redundancy is trivial and may well be
removed in the future.
The biggest difference between the old and new encoding was the way in which it is created. The
process of adding this information has been folded into the digitization process and partially automated.
First, the archival location number is recorded in the MODS metadata record in the <identifier> element
when the digitized item is added to the repository. This information is recorded in an alphanumeric string
such as " 741.21.d.6" where "741" is the collection number, "21" is the box number, "d" is the folder, and
"6" is the item number (usually generated as a product of digitization, this number is rarely assigned in
the original processing). Next, the digitization operator (usually a student employee) selects the object’s
collection from a list on a specially created web form. The form then sends a runs a routine that searches
the repository for members of that collection and updates the container list with the new <c04>
elements containing <did> and <dao> elements populated with information from the DAMS. Any
subsequent changes to the item’s title or date in the DAMS will also be reindexed into the EAD as part of
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the metadata workflow. In this way, the extra information contained in the title and date is retained by
creating the simple pid-based link, but the consistency problem between the two resources is solved.
Links are still included in the container list at the item level to the direct URL of each object, generated
from the pid in the <dao> element. However, with the consistent formatting of the archival location in
the <identifier> element of the MODS records, links can also be created to do a search of the DAMS for
items belonging to a container such as "741.21" or "741.21.d." This means that, in addition to links at the
item level as before, entire groups of materials can be linked in a digital simulation of opening the entire
folder or box in the archival setting.
Within the interface, clicking on a link at a folder or box level or clicking the "View Digitized Objects" tab
sends a request to the DAMS for all objects that belong to the container or collection. The XML data
returned by the DAMS is rendered in a stylesheet that is an exact copy of the stylesheet found in the
Joyner Library Digital Collections interface. This stylesheet is nested within the master page code for the
header and tabs. Once a user clicks on and individual item within these results they are take to the DAMS
record including user comments, tags, and links to other DAMS resources.
Essentially the DAMS XML database can be called from two different application layers: one in Joyner
Library Digital Collections and one in the EAD interface. This allows the user to navigate between content
in the EAD database and the DAMS without perceiving any jump from one resource to another until they
view an individual item.

Evaluation
Admittedly, the system does not have several key components identified by the Southern Historical
Collection or seen in Collections Online such as integration of description at the folder-level and the
ability to leaf through or compare objects side by side. Most importantly, when the collection is not
completely digitized there is no indication of which materials are not digitized in the “View Digitized
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Objects” tab. This feature was highly regarded by the scholars in the Southern Historical Collection's
study22.
Future usability tests, planned for this spring will evaluate the need for these features as well as others.
In particular, the degree to which users do and do not need to remain within the context of the EAD
master page will be evaluated. For example, is the user lost when jumping out to the DAMS to view the
individual item record? Are the features built into that record, such as the hyperlinks, useful in this
context? Should the “View Digitized Objects” tabs continue to mimic the Joyner Library Digital
Collections stylesheet or would it be less confusing for it to have a more distinctive style? From the
results of these tests, staff will try to determine if more work needs to be done to integrate the item
level display in to the EAD master page as well. Another issue to be further investigated is the integration
of folder-level description. Some preliminary attempts have been made to create folder-level objects in
the DAMS rather than describe each folder member individually. It is unclear at this time if mixing itemand folder-level descriptions within the DAMS is problematic for users.
While the resources in this new version of the finding aid do not integrate the digitized object into the
finding aid navigation as completely as the example of the Collections Online, they offer a reasonable
compromise between having to build and maintain two separate systems. By facilitating features in each
resource that facilitate each group’s research style the impact of these resources is maximized. While the
DAMS interface may be geared to use by undergraduates or other novice users, advanced researchers
can still take advantage of the ability to search across a broad array of resources and harness the power
of linkages in metadata that enhance serendipity and browsing. On the other hand, the finding aids allow
serious researchers to search across and use archival materials in a more sophisticated way, while the
incorporation of digitized materials into finding aids assists undergraduate users who may be working
with them for the first time.
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The tools created by East Carolina University to integrate digitized objects with EAD are in many ways
specific to its own workflows, practices, traditions, and previous digital products. However, any
institution that is able to engineer some flexibility between their DAMS and EAD can use some of the
concepts discussed here to begin to develop their own method of integration, such as utilizing archival
location numbers in identifiers in the DAMS as well as regenerating DAMS output into EAD stylesheets.
Reusing the same digital objects in both an item-based digital library search platform and a finding-aid
style navigation tool is an efficient and sustainable option for the library as it means creating and
maintaining only one digitized object. More importantly though, it also suits different information needs
and search styles. Ultimately, this serves more users and greatly increases the audience for special
collections.
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